
Select the correct prefix.

When Klara’s brother went running, he used                              to help 
him stop sweating.
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1.

intidy / untidy / imtidy

Manu was not sure if his written science project needed                     .  2.

interheadings / autoheadings / subheadings

Once he retired, the footballer began writing his                        . 3.

interbiography / autobiography / antibiography

Manu was a huge fan of his team but was not a                . 4.

subfan / superfan / autofan

5.

interlock / sublock / superlock.

The long show needed an              to let the audience get up and have a 
break.

6.

autoval / antival / interval  

Write in the correct prefix.

1.

an antiperspirant / interperspirant /superperspirant 

“Do Olympians have          human strength?” wondered Klara.  1.7.

The class were discussing whether chewing gum was        social.1.8.

Stig is making a model space rocket with bricks that               .  

:  Answer Sheet

an antiperspirant 

subheadings 

autobiography

superfan

interval

super

anti

interlock
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Write in the correct prefix.

Which prefix can be added to the root word?

1.13. 1.14. 1.15.

1.16. 1.17. 1.18.

1.19. 1.20. 1.21.

1.22. 1.23. 1.24.

inter superanti auto sub

      correct

      septic

      pilot

      freeze

      marine

      matic

      standard

      view

      net

      clockwise

      biography

      graph

They decided it was safer to take the       way than cross the busy road. 1.9.

Before the operation, the doctor used        bacterial handwash to make 
sure her hands were clean.

1.10.

Manu’s favourite singer gave an        view on the radio. 1.11.

Stig asked the footballer politely for her        graph.  1.12.

:  Answer Sheet

sub

auto

anti

auto

anti

anti

inter

auto

sub

auto

sub

inter

inter

anti

auto

auto
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Are you ready for a challenge?  
Which prefix can you find the most root words to add to? 

super anti inter

:  Answer Sheet

supercharged
supercool
superefficient
supernatural
supernova
superstar
supermarket
supersonic
superpower
superglue
superstore

interact
interfere
international
intervene
intergalactic
internet
interstellar

antidote
anticlockwise
antifreeze
antiseptic
antibacterial
antiwar

Sample answers given
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